Wherever the sun is...CPFilms Inc., and its nationwide network of authorized dealers
are there providing solutions for a better and safer tomorrow.

®

VISTA Commercial Window Film

For decades CPFilms Inc., the largest manufacturer of solar control window films in the world, and creator of
VISTA® and LLumar™, has applied its innovative technology to protective and energy-saving products for
many areas of industry. Specifically, applications include America’s premier museums and residences, and
commercial and retail properties nationwide. Additionally, CPFilms proudly produces products for the
aerospace and medical industries from their ISO Certified clean facilities.

solar protection & energy savings for property, products & people

For more information, call or visit:

800 345-6088

VISTA:

www.vista-films.com

Satisfying the needs of industr y leaders nation wide

Recommended by The Skin Cancer Foundation as a device for the protection of skin.
VISTA® is a registered trademark of CPFilms Inc., @2007 CPFilms Inc., a unit of SOLUTIA, Martinsville, VA.
VISTA® Window Film is pleased to have strict quality systems and has been ISO 9001 Certified (Certificate Number FM 35957).
VISTA® is made by Americans using only American-made materials. The nature of certain delicate fabrics and dyes will lead to premature
fading regardless of the application of any window film protective treatment.

Printed in USA
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protection

at its

best

How does VISTA ® do all this?
VISTA’s® protective sheath bonds to
windows with leading-edge clear,
distortion-free adhesives. Its patented
process lets glare-controlled sunlight
pass through windows, while providing
excellent optical quality and screening
out heat and dangerous UV rays.
By keeping room heat or air conditioning
from escaping through windows,
VISTA® helps to eliminate hot and cold spots within
buildings.

• reduce energy costs by improving the
efficiency of the glass in your building

What VISTA ® can do for you.

• improve tenant comfort – reducing tenant
complaints

VISTA’s protective micro-thin film shields commercial
buildings from the intense heat, glare and UV rays
of the sun. With VISTA in place you can:

s e e t h e b e a u t y o f V I S TA ® o n y o u r b u i l d i n g ’ s e x t e r i o r

• protect interior furnishings, merchandise,
electronic equipment and occupants from
harsh and damaging rays of the sun

Expansive glass windows, atriums and skylights dominate commercial architecture as we know it today.

UV Radiation

People are drawn to and feel more comfortable in facilities rich in natural light, whether it be an office

• enhance building aesthetics with a single
film for a "uniform" appearance, or

building, retail mall, hotel, restaurant, art gallery or airport. Yet such expanses of light through windows
comes at a high price for building owners, managers and occupants.
While glass lets in an abundance of natural sunlight, it also allows excessive heat to build-up indoors –

Room Heat

Solar Heat

• avoid distracting reflections caused by
inferior mirrored films and give occupants

With VISTA® Window Film protecting your building, you can also optimize energy efficiency, prolong the life

INSIDE

of product displays and interior furnishings – even create a more productive and comfortable space for

enrich today’s commercial spaces.

dramatize architectural designs with
multiple film choices

OUTSIDE

sending energy costs soaring. Unfiltered UV rays can also damage interiors and create distracting glare.

occupants. All the while ensuring superior optical clarity that preserves the natural light and open views that

• provide a comfortable and productive
working environment

®

unobstructed window views day or night
• earn points toward LEED certification for

Visible Light

energy savings when designing green*

VISTA® allows glare-controlled sunlight to pass through your windows
while screening out heat and dangerous UVA and UVB rays.

*Refer to www.usgbc.org/leed for requirements

feel the comfort on the interior

VISTA’s protection is
clearly beneficial
in many ways:
Enhanced energy efficiency – and savings.
Easily applied to a window’s interior, VISTA® keeps indoor temperatures comfortably consistent. VISTA can
enhance the operational efficiency of your facility’s HVAC equipment, and stop as much as 78 percent of the

see the beauty of the exterior

sun’s heat at the windows edge, reducing costly heating and cooling bills and enhancing energy efficiency.
Utility companies encourage window film use for energy conservation. Some even offer rebates for
installation.
A Sustainable advantage.
If you are an architect or designer involved in green design and are looking for ways to save energy and
reduce the impact on our environment, VISTA’s safe and proven solar control window films qualify towards
LEED Certification (Optimize Energy Performance Category). Go to: www.usgbc.org/leed for
details/qualifications.
Stepped up comfort and productivity.
VISTA eliminates excessive eye-straining glare on computer screens and product displays. And it keeps
employees and customers more comfortable, basking in consistent temperatures without intense hot or cold
spots, or the threat of UV rays damaging skin and/or eyes.
Protection for your capital investments.
VISTA works for your building inside and out. The film’s 99.9% UVA and UVB ray-blocking power helps
preserve furnishings, product displays, artwork, archival documents, priceless antiques and other valuables
from the potentially deteriorating effects of the sun.
At the same time, VISTA’s uniform appearance can upgrade the aesthetics of a building’s exterior,
accentuating the architectural nuances.

realize bottom line efficiencies

VISTA quality is
guaranteed
®

VISTA® Window Film for every
need...choose one, or combine
multiple films. Consider:
Low-E Films
• for superior energy-conservation

Strict quality assurance procedures ensure that VISTA films conform
to your specifications.

Neutrals
• for a soft, neutral appearance

And, all VISTA Window Film commercial products come with a warranty against adhesive failure, peeling,
Ceramics

cracking, demetalization and delamination from the manufacturer, CPFilms Inc.

• non-reflective appearance
• excellent heat rejection

Thousands of architects, curators, interior designers, engineers, facility
m a n a g e r s a n d b u i l d i n g o w n e r s n a t i o n w i d e s p e c i f y a n d r e c o m m e n d V I S TA
their window film of choice.

W h y s h o u l d y o u c h o o s e V I S TA ?

®

Spectrally Selective

as

• virtually invisible, energy savvy and aesthetically superior
• up to 74% visible light transmission
• #1 choice for exclusive retail and prime commercial
real estate
Dual Reflective

Professional installation.

• for high heat rejection and exterior aesthetic

Simple and mess-free.

enhancement

VISTA’s installation is non-invasive and accomplished with
minimal downtime or disruption of your staff’s daily schedule.

• reflective on the outside
• low reflection on the inside
Safety/Security/Solar Combinations

VISTA’s nationwide network of dealers have been carefully

• an invisible protective shield for safety and security

selected, trained and certified for their commitment,
quality and service excellence – from film selection to

• helps prevent injuries from flying glass resulting from civil
disturbances or extreme weather conditions

installation...throughout the life of your film.

• deters “smash and grab” thieves
• various degrees of protection for various hazard levels

VISTA’s global capability makes it the film of choice for firms
with multi-national locations.

Privacy, Decorative & Custom Design Films
• for the look of etched glass,
• for custom repro of logos and designs
• to enhance retail display cases, stores windows, and
glass partitions

